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2002Year Childhood is considered one of the most important period of life which hasinfluence on the human personality;his optitutes,abilities emotions started toappear in priod.the preschool child may expose to pleasant on unpleasantexperiences which leave effects on life in the following periods.his family andsocial relationship are characterized by violability and ability to acquire theprinciples of  behaviors that lead him to the psychosocial adjustment .themother among all family remembers is the most close person to thechild,therefore,what effect  hear,like chronic disease,emotions crises,andproblems her pregnancy may has an influence on her relationship with herchild especially when these diseases and crisis has deep,continuos,and longeffect on her.therefore the present study aims to the following:1.measuring the psycho-social adjustment for the child of kindergarten.2.knowing the relationships between the psycho-social adjustment of thekindergarten child and some variables related to the mother duringpregnancy and delivery and their percent identifications.                   The sample of the kindergarten consists of(26)kindergartens fromwhich (572)children are selected randomly to represent the sample of thechildren .the sampl of mother consist(572)mothers who are the mothers ofresearchers sample,so their selection is considered to be intentional.in orderto achieve the aims of the research a scale for psycho social construct  theadjustment is construted.it cconsist of(52)items which are distributed infourfields(self-adjustment,adjustments with peers,adjustmentwith teacher andwith the system)
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The researcher,then,makes sure of its face and structured  validity,however,itsreliability is calculated by three mmethods;half-spilt,alfa-krombkh andvariance analysis with hoyt equation.where as,the variables to the motherduring pregnancy and delivery are identified by experts in health andpsychology,and through related litr.The researcher uses the theoretical means,multiple correlation,regression andbeta coefficient as statistical means to analyze the research data,which showthe following results:.infection with diseases related wit pregnancy with percentshare(0.063).infection with mechanical shock with persent share(0.116).infection with psychical shoch with persent shar(0.102).taking a special drug with persent shar(0.116).accident of pregnancy in the unexpected time with persent shar(0.056)Many recommendations and suggestions regarding kindergarten children aswellas their mothers are stated they are drawn from the researcher results.1.the ministry of health must establish centers for the psychological and social care of mothers who suffer from bleeding diseases states due to pregnancy inorder to lesson the psychological effects like fear and worry ,that accompanythes states and to diffuse security in the mothers self as such securityinfluences the psychological and social adjustment of the child.2.the public union for Iraqi women has to give sessions for pregnant womenoperated by specialists to show them the way to take of themselves duringand after pregnancy inside home and in work. These sessions can besignificant in lessening the mechanical shocks related to the difficulty ofbalance during the last month of pregnancy.3. directing women to presume continues visits to the ceners for womenhoodchildhood care to avoid bleeding states in the first,second,or third stage ofpregnancy.4.enhancing the mothers consciousness through the mass media andprotection centers on the manner of dealing with the crises that the mothermay face during pregnancy.In order to complete the present the researcher suggests conducting thefollowing studies:1.doing a parallel study with various age groups like the stage of the toddlerand school child.2.operating a study on the mental growth of the kindergarten child and itsrelation with some of the variables related to the mother during pregnancyand delivery.3.conducting a comparative study on the effect of the variables related to themother during pregnancy and delivery and the psychological as well as socialadjustment of the infant,toddler,andschool child.4.Doing a study on the psychological and social adjustment of thekindergarten child in relation to some other variables not considered by thepresent  research.
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